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Sample & Methodology 
A total of 836 students filled out R3 Surveys, including 750 Middle School students and 

86 High School students.  

Respondents were asked to rank four Literacy strategies, four Math strategies, five 

Wholeness strategies, five Secondary Innovation strategies, and four Virtual Learning 

strategies (see Appendix A for complete descriptions). Unlike other stakeholder groups, 

students were not asked to rank Professional Learning literacy, math, or virtual learning 

strategies. 

This report highlights the strategies listed as respondents’ number one priority for each 

strategy category and how results differed by grade band. Respondents also provided 

feedback on whether any strategies were missing from the survey. A summary of 

themes from these questions is included for each strategy.  

Results should be interpreted with caution. For example, even though a strategy might 
not be a primary priority for many respondents, respondents may still value the strategy 
highly and think it should be implemented. The results from the 3R surveys do not 
reveal the inherent value of each strategy from respondents; they merely reveal the 
value of each strategy in relation to others. 
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Literacy 
Note: Unlike other stakeholder groups, students were not asked to 

rank the “Professional Learning” literacy strategy. Because of this, 

percentages on this page should not be directly compared to 

percentages of other stakeholders.  

Students were most likely to list the Personalized 

Learning strategy as their first priority (39.1%), above 

the Assessment strategy (28.7%), the Elapsed Time 

strategy (17.1%), and the Student & Family Supports 

strategy (15.1%).  

Results were largely consistent across Middle and High 

School students. A greater percentage of High School 

students ranked the Student & Family Supports strategy 

as their first priority (17.4%) compared to the Enhanced 

Time strategy (12.8%). The opposite was true for Middle 

School students. 

 

 

 

 

  
All Middle 

High 
School 

Number of Respondents 836 750 86 

Personalized Learning 39.1% 38.9% 40.7% 

Assessment 28.7% 28.7% 29.1% 

Enhanced Time 17.1% 17.6% 12.8% 

Student & Family Supports 15.1% 14.8% 17.4% 
Note. Bolded items represent the strategy with the highest percentage of "Number 
One Priority" selections by respondents in each column. 
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Missing Literacy Strategies (Qualitative Data) 
Respondents were asked if there were any missing 

Literacy strategies. The word cloud demonstrates the 

most common words from responses. Direct quotes 

from participants are written in italics. 

Small Group Instruction 

Some students noted the benefits of small group 

instruction. 

I recommend mandatory coach class for the people who 

aren't doing so well in class. – Middle School Student 

Making sure people participate more in things like small 

groups or any type of teamwork in class. – Middle 

School Student 

I would like to recommend small groups, as it would help 

students with things they struggle with and help them 

find things they’re good at. – Middle School Student 

I would like to have more small groups because I think 

its and fun way to learn and easy because you’re 

working with other people so if you don’t know something then the other kids in your group might know. – Middle School Student 

We should have small groups a lot more because it helps me understand how other people are thinking. – Middle School Student 

Relaxation, Free Time, and Mental Health 

Some students want time to relax and have fun, as well as have access to mental health services.  

20 - 30 minutes during a certain class we catch up and hang out with your friends. – Middle School Student 

I hate how teachers just assume the "smarter" kids don't need personal help and not because we don't ask they just assume. – Middle 

School Student 

More strategies put in place for children with an IEP or 504. We need access to mental health help. – Middle School Student 

Taking time in between classes to take a break to get their mind refocused for like 5 minutes and then come back together to get back 

together as a class. – High School Student 
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Math 
Note: Unlike other stakeholder groups, students were not asked to 

rank the “Professional Learning” math strategy. Because of this, 

percentages on this page should not be directly compared to 

percentages of other stakeholders.  

Students were most likely to list the Personalized 

Learning strategy as their first priority (35.6%), closely 

followed by the Equitable Access for All strategy (29.1%).  

A greater percentage of both Middle and High School 

students ranked the Extended Day strategy as first 

priority (20.8% and 22.1%, respectively) compared with 

the Student/Family Engagement strategy (12.0% and 

11.6%, respectively).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
All Middle 

High 
School 

Number of Respondents 836 750 86 

Personalized Learning 35.6% 35.5% 37.2% 

Equitable Access for All 31.5% 31.7% 29.1% 

Extended Day 20.9% 20.8% 22.1% 

Student/Family Engagement 12.0% 12.0% 11.6% 
Note. Bolded items represent the strategy with the highest percentage of "Number 
One Priority" selections by respondents in each column. 
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Missing Math Strategies (Qualitative Data) 
Respondents were asked if there were any missing 

Math strategies. The word cloud demonstrates the most 

common words from responses. Direct quotes from 

participants are written in italics. 

More Advanced and Higher Quality Classes 

Some students reported that they wanted more 

advanced classes available to them. 

We need more advanced classes with math for 9th 
graders so we can expand our knowledge. – High 
School Student 
 
I think that more advanced classes would be a good idea 
for all subjects. – Middle School Student 
 
Better algebra and geometry classes should be provided. 
– Middle School Student 
 

 

Make Math Fun and Engaging 

Some students wrote that they want instructors to use engaging and fun ways to teach Math.  

Math videos that teachers provide for us were really helpful for me so I would encourage more videos. – Middle School Student 
 
Helping students engages more / making new ways of showing math. – Middle School Student 
 
I would like more math games. – Middle School Student 
 
More fun and learning programs that would help students. – Middle School Student 
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Secondary Innovation 
Students were most likely to rank the Middle School 

College/Career Exposure strategy as their first 

priority (33.9%), above the Wellness Checks 

strategy (26.0%).  

These results are highly skewed due to the fact that 

nearly 90% of all student respondents were Middle 

School students. For High School students, the 

most common strategy listed as the “Number One 

Priority” was the Wellness Checks strategy (47.7%), 

followed by the Flexible Schedules and Adult-

Student Relationships strategies (both 16.3%). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
All Middle 

High 
School 

Number of Respondents 836 750 86 

MS College/Career Exposure 33.9% 36.4% 11.6% 

Wellness Checks 26.0% 23.5% 47.7% 

Flexible Schedules 19.5% 19.9% 16.3% 

Adult-Student Relationships 11.0% 10.4% 16.3% 

Hybrid Grades 9.7% 9.9% 8.1% 
Note. Bolded items represent the strategy with the highest percentage of "Number 
One Priority" selections by respondents in each column. 
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Missing Secondary Innovation Strategies 

(Qualitative Data) 
Respondents were asked if there were any missing 

Secondary Innovation strategies. The word cloud 

demonstrates the most common words from 

responses.  

Students did not consistently offer up missing 

strategies. A few Middle School students wrote that 

they enjoy “choice time”, “SEL block”, and “coach 

class”.  

Another Middle School student wrote that “I want to 

recommend that schools let students have their own 

time, like a quiet time for kids to relax and get things 

off their mind before they keep on learning.” 
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Wholeness 
Students were most likely to rank the Culture and 

Climate strategy as their number one priority (39.6%), 

followed by the Mental Health strategy (22.1%). 

Results were largely consistent between Middle and 

High School students.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
All Middle 

High 
School 

Number of Respondents 836 750 86 

Culture and Climate 39.6% 38.8% 46.5% 

Mental Health 22.1% 22.1% 22.1% 

Athletics 14.5% 14.5% 14.0% 

Arts & Enrichment 13.5% 14.1% 8.1% 

Social and Emotional Learning 10.3% 10.4% 9.3% 
Note. Bolded items represent the strategy with the highest percentage of "Number One 
Priority" selections by respondents in each column. 
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Missing Wholeness Strategies (Qualitative Data) 
Respondents were asked if there were any missing 

Wholeness strategies. The word cloud demonstrates the 

most common words from responses. Direct quotes from 

participants are written in italics. 

Students did not consistently offer up new strategies, 

though they did share their thoughts on existing strategies 

listed in the survey: 

More options for after school activities depending on what 

you want. – Middle School Student 

Address trauma issues for staff & students, Mindfulness 

sessions to start the school day. – High School Student 

I think including opportunities for networking in the arts with 

professionals and musicians could prove to be a lucrative 

learning opportunity. – High School Student 

More clubs like different types of sports, volunteering for 

different school projects, farms, the aquarium, etc. – 

Middle School Student 

Instead of trying to press the idea of mental health services (which isn't bad at all) change the system that's making our mental health bad. 

– Middle School Student 

Focusing on student’s mental health and if they need any support. – Middle School Student 

Athletics: Increase access to athletics opportunities at the elementary, middle, and high school levels to nurture physical, social, and 

emotional health. – Middle School Student 

Student democracy; Having students voice their opinions on their community to make themselves and their peers comfortable. – Middle 

School Student 
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Virtual Learning 
Note: Unlike other stakeholder groups, students were not 

asked to rank the “Professional Learning” virtual learning 

strategy. Because of this, percentages on this page 

should not be directly compared to percentages of other 

stakeholders.  

Students were most likely to list the Engaging 

& Flexible Opportunities strategy as their first 

priority (37.2% of Middle School students, 

40.7% of High School students). 

A slightly greater percentage of Middle school 

students chose the 21st Century Technology 

strategy as their first priority (25.2%) than the 

Community Partnerships strategy (22.9%), 

while the opposite is true for High School 

students (25.6% chose Community 

Partnerships as their first priority; 23.3% chose 

21st Century Technology). 

 

 

 

  
All Middle 

High 
School 

Number of Respondents 836 750 86 

Engaging & Flexible Opportunities 37.6% 37.2% 40.7% 

21st Century Technology 25.0% 25.2% 23.3% 

Community Partnerships 23.2% 22.9% 25.6% 

Student/Family Engagement 14.2% 14.7% 10.5% 
Note. Bolded items represent the strategy with the highest percentage of "Number One 
Priority" selections by respondents in each column. 
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Missing Virtual Learning Strategies (Qualitative 

Data) 
Respondents were asked if there were any missing virtual 

learning strategies. The word cloud demonstrates the most 

common words from responses. Direct quotes from 

participants are written in italics. 

Although students did not consistently provide missing virtual 

learning strategies, they did offer their experiences 

navigating the virtual learning landscape. 

 

Make the virtual school day shorter because I am spending a 

lot of my day looking at a computer. – Middle School Student 

Give us better computers. – Middle School Student 

I recommend asking what problems the students have in their 

life to explain their behavior or why they are absent on certain 

days. – Middle School Student 

Understand that it's not always the students and teachers do things too so that we are patient with each other during virtual school. – 

Middle School Student 

Allowing students to have a moment to themselves. – Middle School Student 

Yes, the workers should make sure the cam works before giving it to a student so now the student can’t say it does not work because it 

does. – Middle School Student 

Less work teachers take forever to grade it anyway. – Middle School Student 

I believe students shouldn't be marked absent because they have family issues or bad internet. – Middle School Student 

Less work we already have enough going on at home. – Middle School Student 

I just wanna say i hope we don’t have this anymore. – High School Student 
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Appendix A: Strategy Descriptions 
This appendix details the descriptions of each strategy, as written on the survey. 

Literacy Strategies: 

Enhanced Time: Reimagine scheduling and instructional models to ensure time for small group instruction and 

individualized learning. 

Personalized Learning: Increase access to and use of appropriate interventions and acceleration opportunities through 

high-impact tutoring 

Assessment: Prioritize the assessments which provide the most relevant, actionable data and add assessments for 

secondary students' foundational literacy needs 

Student & Family Supports: Establish four community literacy learning hubs to support students and families 

Math Strategies 

Extended Day - Reimagine scheduling and instructional models to ensure time for small group instruction and 

personalized learning. 

Personalized Learning - Offer opportunities to engage students at all grade levels with access to high-impact and high-

dosage tutoring. 

Student/Family Engagement - Establish 4 community math learning hubs. 

Equitable Access for All - Increase advanced math courses for middle grades students and dual enrollment in high 

school. 
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Wholeness Strategies 

Culture and Climate: Every school community creates a safe, welcoming, and joyful learning environment for students, 

staff, families, and community partners. 

Social and Emotional Learning: Integrate SEL strategies and supports throughout the culture and practices of all 

schools. 

Mental Health: Provide on-demand access to mental health services for all students and provide crisis response, as 

needed. 

Arts and Enrichment: Increase access to arts and enrichment programming as an avenue for social-emotional 

development and self-expression. 

Athletics: Increase access to athletics opportunities at the elementary, middle, and high school levels to nurture physical, 

social, and emotional health. 

Secondary School (Secondary Innovation) Strategies 

Flexible schedules (evening school, longer school day, longer school year) 

Hybrid grades (e.g., a 6-7th combination grade) 

Student Wellness Checks (student mentoring, prioritized outreach to students who are disconnected) 

Adult-Student Relationships: New structures to support adult-student relationships (e.g., advisory period focused on 

hobbies, student plan conversations about students' dreams and goals) 

Middle school college/career exposure: every student visits a Career and Technical Education class, a college 

campus, and a career/business through a job shadow while in grades 6-8 
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Virtual School (Virtual Learning) Strategies 

Engaging & Flexible Opportunities: Provide flexible schedules and/or places to engage in learning for those who need 

and/or thrive in virtual settings (e.g. a full virtual program, district-wide courses that can be taken at any school, evening, 

weekend and summer options). 

21st Century Technology: Maximize existing and emerging technologies (e.g. adaptive tutors, open online courses, 

virtual reality, artificial intelligence) in service of virtual teaching and learning. 

Student/Family Engagement: Support and engage families in flexible ways by offering more frequent opportunities for 

them to provide input and feedback to educators. Also expand ways for families to support their students’ learning and 

monitor their progress. 

Community Partnerships: Expand approaches with community partners that support student learning, wrap around 

supports and work-based learning experiences. 

 


